Abstract-In this paper we present a hybrid metric map representation, which partitions the global map space into a series of local subregions by operating Voronoi diagram on global feature map and builds a local dense map in each subregion. Compared with the existing hybrid metric map representation [1] [2] (HYMM), this new hybrid metric map representation has the following advantages: First, the Voronoi diagram ensures that the map partition result is unique. Second, the local environment contour in each subregion is proven to be described completely by its corresponding local map. Third, benefited from the presented hybrid metric map representation, a shape matching data association (DA) method is presented to deal with the ambiguity problem of traditional DA approaches. An experiment carried out in a corridor environment validates the effectiveness of the new hybrid metric map representation and the shape matching DA method.
I. INTRODUCTION
SLAM is a hot research topic for realizing a real autonomous mobile robot. Since the literature [3] firstly explained the need for SLAM, SLAM has obtained remarkable achievements [4] - [8] .
Early researches [4] [5] on SLAM have focused on feature map SLAM. The map consists of simple "landmark"s and gives a sparse, isolated and compact description of the environment. However, as demand of applications to human's daily life increases robots need an ability of building a more detailed map of the environment. For this purpose, researchers proposed dense map SLAM algorithms. One kind of these algorithms adopted occupancy grid maps [6] . Another kind built dense map based on traditional feature map SLAM algorithms. The latter includes Scan-SLAM [9] , SLASEM [10] [11] and DenseSLAM [1] [2] . Scan-SLAM extracted templates consisting of raw laser points as features and built a map of the complex environment. However, the generated map was still a sparse environment description, in which only the templates were kept and the other part of the environment had not been described yet. SLASEM adopted sampled environment map (SEM) to describe the environment. But SLASEM has the problem that there is not clear one-to-one correspondence between samples in SEM and sensor observation. Both Scan-SLAM and SLASEM adopted unitary metric map representations.
DenseSLAM proposed a hybrid metric map (HYMM) representation and built an impressive dense map. The first problem of the HYMM is that the local triangle regions' (LTRs) generation is based on individual's choice of certain parameters and there is not a theoretical support that ensures the LTRs' generation is unique. Another problem is about DA process. In HYMM there is not simple one-to-one correspondence between global features and local maps, this restricts improvement of traditional DA through considering the HYMM map representation.
In this paper, we present a new hybrid metric map representation by using Voronoi diagram. After the feature map is built, the map space is partitioned into subregions by operating Voronoi diagram on the feature map. Each subregion contains exactly one feature. In each subregion a local map is built relative to its generating feature. Compared with HYMM, this new hybrid metric map has the following advantages. First, the Voronoi diagram ensures that the map partition based on the global feature map is unique. Second, the local environment contour in each subregion is proven to be described completely by the corresponding local map. Third, there is simple one-to-one correspondence between global features and local dense maps. The shape of a local map will not change as the corresponding feature's position changes in the global map space. This invariance is utilized and we propose a shape matching data association method. It reduces the ambiguity and increases the correctness of DA. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give a detailed explanation of the presented hybrid metric map representation. Section III introduces the implementation of the SLAM algorithm. Section IV explains the shape matching data association. The algorithms are validated with experimental results presented in Section V. Finally conclusions are given in Section VI. 
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II. THE HYBRID METRIC MAP
In this section the presented hybrid metric map representation is introduced and a theory supports that the map partition using Voronoi diagram is unique.
A. Description of the hybrid metric map
In this hybrid metric map representation, global map M F consists of "corner" features (f i ), which contain both position and orientation information
Operating Voronoi diagram on the feature map (only the position information is used), the map space (R 2 for 2D case) is partitioned into a series of subregions:
Each subregion contains exactly one feature. We define:
It denotes the subregion that includes feature f i . The property of Voronoi diagram is:
where ∥a, b∥ denotes the Euclidean distance between points a and b. Different from that the generalized Voronoi graph (GVG) [12] was built as a topological map of the environment, in our work Voronoi is just a tool to partition global map into some local maps.
In 
According to the Voronoi property expressed in equation (3), we definitely have the conclusion: p ∈ VP id . This means that the partition result is unique.
Voronoi diagram allots a subregion VP i to each feature f i . On each feature a local reference frame F fi is defined. As the feature map is constructed and updated, a local dense map M L i will be built and updated in each subregion VP i . The reference frame of local dense map M L i is F fi . In section III we will give a detail description to explain how the local map is built.
In the hybrid metric map's proposition, we have considered the phenomenon that in actual environments there are many local features which have orientation information, such as wall corers, furniture corners, etc. 
III. SLAM USING THE HYBRID METRIC MAP
Implementation of the SLAM algorithm using the hybrid metric map is introduced in this section.
A. Procedures of the SLAM algorithm
The overall framework of SLAM algorithm is depicted in Fig.2 . The procedures in the green dashed box builds global feature map through traditional EKF-SLAM. The rest are introduced to build dense local maps.
1) Global Feature Map's Building:
In this paper features are "corners". On each feature f i there is a local reference frame F fi . The origin locates at the corner and the x direction points to the angular bisector of the two adjacent lines. The relative position between F fi and the global coordinate frame
T and all the features' locations compose the state vector of EKF-SLAM:
Adopting the procedures of EKF-SLAM, the global feature map is built through iterative motion prediction and measurement update, as shown in Fig.2 . will not take the risk of losing useful data because of partition
Utilizing the stochastic property of feature's representation, the covariance of the relative location between features f i and f t is used as the criterion of relative location's certainty.
The covariance of D is calculated through:
where P k|k is the covariance matrix of state X and B = ∂D ∂X |X k is the Jacobian matrix of D with respect to X. When the diagonal elements of C D are lower than a threshold, the relative location D is believed to be fixed and the exceeding slice of local map can be deleted.
B. Integrality of Local Maps
In this section it will be proved that the local maps {M L i , i = 1, 2, · · · } built in section III-A can describe the whole contour of environment.
Proof. It is already known that global feature map M F = {f i |i = 1, 2, · · · , n} and the features in one frame sensor observation S = {f ′ j |j = 1, · · · , m}. All the observed feature has been added into feature map, which means S ⊆ M F . We rewrite S as S = {f
According to Voronoi diagram, ∀p ∈ gVoronoi(S, f ij ), the property is:
Similarly, ∀p ∈ gVoronoi(M F , f v ), it is known that:
Because of S ⊆ M F , if one frame sensor observation con- To explain the shape matching data association, we propose an environment visibility conception. From robot's reference frame F r , robot should see the environment in a direction based on the prediction of existing local maps. If there is indeed such a sensor reading within allowable limits of sensor range and direction, then the environment visibility is validated. Contrarily, if there is not such a sensor reading, then the environment visibility is violated. If the violation reaches a certain degree then the DA is wrong. Two quantities are chosen as the criterion of environment visibility: violation area VS and violation angle VB. where Ω is the whole visual scope of robot, θ is the bearing of a sensor reading, r 1 is the sensor reading in o (9) is built according to the formula of a sector's area. From the view of robot, a small sector with radiuses r 1 and r 2 is approximated in angle dθ. Eq (9) is the integrals of all the small sectors' areas and Eq (10) is the integrals of their angles. In Fig.4 the two shadow areas show that in these directions the environment visibility is violated. VS = s 1 + s 2 , VB = α + β. Practicably Eqs (9) and (10) are calculated through the following formulas in that the laser range finder observes the environment discretely.
where π/512 is the angle resolution of the laser range finder URG-04LX. The shape matching data association is a combination of NN approach and a check process with the principle of environment visibility discussed above. The procedures of shape matching data association are listed as follows:
c) The best result produced from the previous step is [VS, VB] i * . If both the VS and VB are smaller than their thresholds, (i * , j s ) satisfies the rule of environment visibility and is a right data association. Otherwise f ′ js is a newly observed feature. V. EXPERIMENT For validating the presented hybrid metric map representation, an experiment has been carried out. The experiment is a corridor environment (Fig.5b) and Fig.5c is the schematic diagram of the experiment environment. In the experiment a handcart is used as a carrier, as shown in Fig.5a . The equipped sensor is a scanning laser range finder URG-04LX. It measures environment from 20mm to 4000mm in 240 o scope. Its angular resolution is π/512. The range accuracy is ±10mm when range is 20mm to 1000mm, ±1% of range when range is 1000mm to 4000mm. The URG-04LX scans the environment five times per second. ICP is used again to calculate odometry data since there is no odometry sensor. In the five frames sensor observation ICP exploits consecutive four frames to produce a raw odometry. Standard variance of odometry from the scanning position of last second is set as diag{10mm, 10mm, 4 o }. In the feature extraction step the shortest length of lines is 180mm and the least number of supporting points is 10.
The handcart moved back and forth twice in the environment, as shown in Fig.5c . 
}}, which is a dense environment model of the experiment as shown in Fig.5b and Fig.5c .
In Fig.6b , two dense local maps corresponding to the map slice in the red box of Fig.6a are plotted in red and blue colors respectively. They are a intuitive look of the local maps. The figure shows that the local maps build complete contours of the environment within theirs corresponding subregions
The experiment solve DA problem using the proposed shape matching data association method. VS and VB are plotted in Fig.6c . In the experiment the thresholds for VS and VB are set as 0.2m
2 and π/6 respectively. For increasing the robustness, the data association pair (i * , j * ) is rejected when both VS and VB are larger than the thresholds. From Fig.6c we can see that in the time intervals [70 140] and [290 320] wrong data associations occur intensively. Fig.6d is an example of wrong data association.
The successful results show that the presented hybrid metric map representation works well. In global reference the correlation between features provides a mechanism that produces a consistent map. While different local maps are not correlated. It allows to use a data structure other than EKF-SLAM framework to save and fuse local maps. This is an advantage compared with Scan-SLAM and SLASEM, in that Scan-SLAM and SLASEM have used unitary metric map representations.
Theorem.1 ensures that the partition result of global map space is unique. Theorem.2 ensures that the environment can be completely described by local dense maps. Both of them have capacities beyond of HYMM map representation. Besides, the simple one-to-one correspondence between features and local maps brings benefits for improving traditional Mahalanobis-distance-based DA approaches. It is another advantage compared with HYMM map representation.
It needs to be pointed out specially that the two local maps in Fig.6b corresponds to an fire cabinet with a glass window, which is marked in Fig.5b . Describing such an environment is a challenge work for traditional EKF-SLAM, because this environment is unstructured and cannot be modeled as a regular landmark. From this viewpoint, the presented hybrid metric map representation has the potential of being used in complex and unstructured environment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel hybrid metric map representation which builds a global feature map and a series of local dense maps. The new map representation has the following properties: First, the partition of the global map space is unique; Second, the local maps can describe complete contour of the environment; Third, based on the structure of the map representation, the proposed shape matching data association has improved traditional Mahalanobis-distancebased DA approaches.
An experiment has been carried out in a corridor environment, and the experimental results have validated the effectiveness of the new hybrid metric map representation and the shape matching DA method. The blue points denote the predicted observation based on existing local maps. The red patch is the pose of current handcart and the green points denote the current sensor observation. The grey dashed box emphasizes that the shape matching data association is done before aligning the reference of features extracted from sensor observation and reference of features existing in global feature map. This data association is wrong obviously based on shape matching.
